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Shaftless vibration motors

K. J. Kuchenbecker



Shaftless vibration motors

Frequency and magnitude are often coupled.



Linear resonant actuator (LRA)



Linear resonant actuator

CHI 21
Mazursky et.al.



Haptics for VR
CMSC730 | Huaishu Peng | UMD CS



Small taste of VR 
Haptics Research



Visual rendering is not enough to offer immersive experience



Sight vs Touch

Tom Igoe 
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Current VR Controllers
Vibration



How to add haptic feedback
to VR systems

If you are going to design a system to offer full 
body physical feedback, how will you do it?



Hardlight VR Suit
Failed Kickstarter Campaign

Pure vibrotactile stimulation ignores the role of sustained or distributed 
force in conveying realism.

In the real world, very few experiences are conveyed by vibration alone.



An alternative idea? 



An alternative idea? 

Offer both vibration and variable force feedback
with pneumatic haptic wearable system



Force Jacket: Pneumatically-Actuated Jacket for Embodied 
Haptic Experiences

CHI 2018
Delazio et.al. 

How are you going to build such system? What are the possible hardware components?





Will it work? What would be the next step with the initial prototype?



Localization User Study
to determine users’ ability to perceive the location of the various inflatable compartments in the haptic 
pneumatic wearable.

There was a tendency to feel the lower arm location toward the wrist. Shoulder locations were biased toward the upper 
back rather than centered on top of the shoulders.

Free Magnitude User Study
to determine how perceived pressure magnitude was related to inflation
magnitude of the various air compartments in the Jacket.



Haptic Effect Editor
to easily create and control haptic feedback sequences

Inflation Pressure [psi]
Target Force [N] 
Feedback Duration [ms] 
Target Frequency [Hz]
Bags To Inflate



Applications



Simulate impact in VR



UIST 2015
Lopes et.al. 

Impacto: Simulating Physical Impact by Combining Tactile Stimulation with EMS



The sensation of impact can be decomposed to
contact + impulse

contact



contact

The sensation of impact can be decomposed to
contact + impulse







How can you build something like this?







User study to evaluate the core idea ->decomposing an impact’s haptic feedback into a tactile component (solenoid) and an 
impulse component (EMS)

With no EMS no Solenoid
With only EMS
With only Solenoid
With both



With no EMS no Solenoid
With only EMS
With only Solenoid
With both





How to add physical feedback
to VR systems



How to add physical feedback
to VR systems

Haptic feedback to hands



What do you see here? Any problem with exoskeleton hand solution?



DextrES: Wearable Haptic Feedback for Grasping in VR via a Thin Form-Factor Electrostatic Brake

UIST 2018
Hinchet et.al. 



Electrostatic braking mechanisms







PuPoP: Pop-up Prop on Palm for Virtual Reality
always-available physical proxies for generating grasping haptic feedback in VR. 

UIST 2018
Teng et.al. Also pneumatic system, but hands-worn



What problem does this paper trying to solve?



How does this paper solve it?



What are the potential challenges for this solution?



There will be limited shapes that can be rendered, how to decide what shape to generate?











How to add physical feedback
to VR systems

Haptic feedback to fingers



Sensory homunculus

mapping the human somatosensory cortex


